You are invited to participate in project:

!uni.Sol_
(United Artists for Well-Being of the Solar System)

You are invited to create the biggest super-band together. Open your channels to an extrasensory exploration, play the music of your heart. We will be separated by space, united by time, sound and intention!

**Telepathic tune up:**

**Sunday 29th April 2018 from 11 pm to 1am (timezone: Ireland)**

A music exploration via telepathic channels, unexplored and alternative ways of inter-connecting around the globe, creating a feeling of connection.

**How to go about it:**

Between 11pm and 1am (or equivalent in your local timezone) make music - generate sounds (either physically or in your mind), with your mind & heart available to receive & emit energetic tides of possible connection. Just be yourself, play whatever comes to you and stay open :-)

Optionally, you could record your session; either the whole 2 hours or any segment between (note exact time, please). We can mix all contributions and hear what happens.

Contact Slavek Kwi about technical or any other question.

**Everybody welcome!**